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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel design of cooperative
non-orthogonal layered multicast multiple access in a hetero-
geneous network, where the information is encoded into the
messages of high-priority (HP) and low-priority (LP). Two types
of multicast users coexist in the network: 1) regular users (RUs),
which are located far away from the base-station (BS) and expect
to decode only the HP message (due to the weak channels); 2)
advanced users (AUs), which are located close to the BS and
expect to decode both HP and LP messages. To improve the
reliability of layered multicast, we consider that the successful
AUs (those AUs who successfully decode the HP and LP messages)
serve as potential relays to assist other AUs/RUs. Based on this
idea, two novel cooperation strategies are proposed for different
cases of channel information availability. For each proposed strat-
egy, we derive closed-form exact outage probabilities of AUs and
RUs, and then further analyze their diversity orders. Moreover,
considering that the layered multicast is outage-constrained, we
theoretically evaluate the energy consumption of both strategies
and demonstrate their energy saving gains over the direct non-
orthogonal multiple access for layered multicast. Finally, our
theoretical analysis is verified by numerical results, and the
advantages of the proposed strategies are also demonstrated.
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energy saving, layered multicast, outage probability.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The application of non-orthogonal multiple access (NO-
MA) to the future wireless networks has drawn increased
attention from both industrial and academic communities
[2]–[6]. By employing superposition coding and successive
interference cancellation (SIC) at the sender and receiver sides,
respectively, NOMA is able to serve multiple users at the
same time/frequency/code domain with distinct power levels.
Compared with the conventional orthogonal multiple access
(OMA), NOMA can provide better fairness and connectivity
for users with poor channel quality, thus being viewed as
a potential technique for the fifth generation (5G) wireless
networks [3]–[11].
To improve the reliability/capacity of NOMA systems,
cooperative relaying technique has been incorporated into NO-
MA, termed as cooperative NOMA, in which the information is
forwarded by a successful user (i.e., a user that successfully de-
codes the information) [12]–[14] or by a dedicated relay [15]–
[19]. As the SIC is employed in NOMA, a user with strong
channel condition may correctly decode its own message along
with other users’ messages, thus being able to naturally serve
as a relay for other users. Compared to deploying dedicated
relays in NOMA systems [15]–[19], recruiting successful
users as relays [12]–[14] can save the infrastructure cost for
dedicated relays. When NOMA is performed between two
users, it is shown in [12] that the user-assisted cooperative
NOMA can be realized by recruiting the near user (the one
which is closer to the source) to serve as a half-duplex relay for
the far user (the one which is further away from the source).
Further, if the near user can work as a full-duplex relay, the
far user will achieve better performance in terms of outage
probability and ergodic rate, as demonstrated in [13] and [14].
The aforementioned efforts on cooperative NOMA consider
only wireless unicast, i.e., point-to-point data delivery. In
practical wireless networks, some users may need the same
data in many scenarios, e.g., in Internet protocol television and
live streaming of sports games. If cooperative NOMA unicast
is employed, the same data will be sent repeatedly, resulting
in low spectrum/energy efficiency. Thanks to the broadcast
feature of wireless channels, wireless multicast can simulta-
neously send the same data to multiple users, thus being an
efficient manner to serve the users with common interest [20]–
[22]. When some users want the same data in NOMA systems,
integrating wireless multicast into cooperative NOMA, i.e.,
cooperative NOMA multicast, is expected to combine their ad-
vantages. Motivated by this fact, two opportunistic cooperative
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NOMA multicast strategies are designed in most recent work
[23] and [24], which opportunistically recruit a successful
multicast user that helps forward its received messages to
unsuccessful multicast/unicast users. It has been theoretically
proved in [23] and [24] that, by appropriately selecting the
successful multicast user, full diversity can be achieved at each
multicast/unicast user.
However, the cooperative NOMA multicast strategies pro-
posed in [23] and [24] have only focused on the non-layered
multicast, which does not consider the heterogeneity among
multicast users. In fact, as multicast users own heterogeneous
and time-varying channel conditions, the non-layered multi-
cast which employs fixed data-rate and coding scheme cannot
best serve all multicast users simultaneously, especially in
video multicast that requires seamless connectivity and low
latency [25]. To cope with this problem, layered multicast
is designed to deliver the same video content to multicast
users with different video resolutions. In layered multicast, the
original video information is split into a base-layer stream and
some enhancement-layer streams, where the base-layer stream
provides a basic video quality level and each enhancement-
layer stream can further refine video resolution. Consequently,
each multicast user can adaptively decode its received layered
streams, according to its reception quality of each layered
stream. However, the current layered-multicast mechanism
is mainly performed over the application layer without co-
operative support at the physical layer, thereby limiting the
performance of layered multicast in wireless systems. The
application of NOMA in layered multicast is investigated
in most recent works [26]–[28], showing that the spectrum
efficiency and coverage probability of layered multicast can
be significantly improved by using NOMA.
In this paper, we propose a novel design called cooperative
non-orthogonal layered multicast multiple access, which can
significantly improve both spectrum efficiency and reliability.
More precisely, by combining NOMA with layered multicast,
the source can send both base-layer and enhancement-layer
streams with the same link, thus achieving high spectrum
efficiency and link utilization. Further, by recruiting the users
that successfully decode the multicast messages to serve as
relays, great spatial diversity offered by cooperative NOMA
can be harvested to improve the reliability/connectivity of
layered multicast. Therefore, compared to the cooperative
NOMA strategies for non-layered multicast in [23] and [24],
the design of cooperative NOMA strategy for layered multicast
is a more challenging and practically useful issue for video
multicast in 5G systems. Specifically, in this novel design,
the video information is encoded into data streams of high-
priority (HP) and low-priority (LP), corresponding to the
base-layer and enhancement-layer streams in the digital video
broadcasting (DVB) [29]. Two types of multicast users coexist
in this network: 1) regular users (RUs), which are located
far away from the base station (BS) and expect to decode
only the HP data stream (due to the weak channels) for basic
quality-of-service (QoS), and 2) advanced users (AUs), which
are located close to the BS and expect to decode both the HP
and LP data streams for better QoS. To improve the reception
quality of layered multicast, successful AUs (those AUs who
M  Advanced users (AUs)










Fig. 1. The considered NOMA network for layered multicast.
successfully decode the HP and LP data streams) can serve as
available relays to assist other users.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows.
 To enhance reliability of layered multicast in a downlink
NOMA network, we propose two user-assisted coopera-
tive NOMA multicast strategies, namely, the distributed
cooperative NOMA (DC-NOMA) multicast and the op-
portunistic cooperative NOMA (OC-NOMA) multicast,
for different cases of channel state information (CSI)
availability.
 For each proposed strategy, the outage probabilities of
AUs and RUs are derived in closed form and further
asymptotically analyzed in high signal-to-noise ratio (S-
NR) regime. The derived theoretical results demonstrate
that, the DC-NOMA multicast strategy achieves a diver-
sity order of two, while the OC-NOMA multicast strategy
achieves a diversity order not less than M (the number
of AUs).
 Considering that the layered multicast is outage-
constrained, the energy consumption of proposed co-
operation strategies are also theoretically evaluated. It
is shown that the energy saving gains of DC-NOMA
multicast and OC-NOMA multicast strategies scale with
factors p 1=2o and p
 (M 1)=M
o as po ! 0, respectively,
where po is the threshold of outage probability. This fact
indicates that significant energy saving can be achieved
by both proposed strategies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the considered system model. Section III discusses
the direct NOMA multicast strategy as a benchmark. Sections
IV and V detail the proposed DC-NOMA multicast and OC-
NOMA multicast strategies, respectively, and derive the the-
oretical expressions for their performance metrics, including
outage probability, diversity order, energy consumption and
energy saving gains. Section VI provides simulation results,
followed by Section VII that is conclusion of this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the multicast transmission from a BS denoted by
S to a group of AUs A1; :::; AM (M  2) and a group of
RUs R1; :::; RK (K  2), as depicted in Fig. 1. The group
of AUs are close to the BS and the group of RUs are far
away from the BS. Let xH and xL denote the messages of
HP and LP, respectively, corresponding to the multi-resolution
DVB services [29]. By using NOMA, the BS superimposes
both HP and LP messages and then sends the superposition to
AUs/RUs. Following the principles of layered multicast [25],
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it is assumed that the RUs expect to decode only HP message
for basic QoS and the AUs expect to decode both HP and LP
messages for better QoS, as the channel conditions of AUs are
better than those of RUs.1 It is also assumed that more power
is allocated to xH while the rest of power is allocated to xL,
since message xH is given high priority [26], [27]. According
to the principles of SIC-based detection [32], the information
detection should be performed from the message with more
power to the message with less power. As more power is
allocated to HP message, each AU first detects HP message xH
by treating LP message xL as interference, and then, performs
SIC to further detect LP message xL. For each RU, only HP
message xH needs to be detected by considering LP message
xL as interference. Throughout this paper, we declare an AU
is successful if it has correctly decoded both xH and xL,
and declare an RU is successful if it has correctly decoded
xH . Otherwise, the AU/RU is declared to be unsuccessful. As
the purpose of multicast is to deliver the same information to
all users, an outage event is declared for AUs if any AU is
eventually unsuccessful while an outage event is declared for
RUs if any RU is eventually unsuccessful.
The BS, AUs, and RUs all have a single antenna, operating
under a half-duplex fashion. Denote the channel coefficients
pertaining to links S Am, S Rk, Am Rk and Am Am0
as fS;m, fS;k, hm;k and gm;m0 , respectively. Assume that,
all links experience independent but nonidentically distributed
Rayleigh fading, and thus, the channel coefficients follow
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution as fS;m 
CN (0;
fS;m), fS;k  CN (0;
fS;k), hm;k  CN (0;
hm;k),
gm;m0  CN (0;
gm;m0), where 
fS;m , E[jfS;mj2], 
fS;k ,
E[jfS;kj2], 
hm;k , E[jhm;kj2], and 
gm;m0 , E[jgm;m0 j2].
Here, E[] represents the mathematical expectation. Channel
reciprocity is also assumed. A block-fading model is consid-
ered, and thus, the channel coefficients keep unchanged within
every transmission block, but vary independently among dif-
ferent transmission blocks. The duration of each transmission
block is T0. The noise at each user is modeled as additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with the identical variance 2.
For each transmission block, the target information rate for
1In this paper, two priority levels are considered for the NOMA layered
multicast. The reason is twofold. First, as pointed by [30], it may not be
practical to superimpose more than two messages in NOMA systems because
of the possible strong co-channel interference. As an effective alternative,
superimposing two messages in power domain is a simple but effective way
to realize NOMA in practical systems. Second, the layered multicast with
two priority levels has been accepted by the current multimedia multicast
standards, such as DVB [29] and ATSC 3.0 [31]. Therefore, considering two
priority levels for NOMA layered multicast is practically meaningful.
Note that, although only two priority levels are considered in this paper, the
idea of our proposed cooperative NOMA for layered multicast can also be
extended to layered multicast with multiple priority levels. For example, one
HP message is intended by all users and N( 2) LP messages are intended
by only AUs. The extension can be outlined as follows. In each transmission
block, the BS superimposes all messages with proper power allocation, and
then, sends the superimposed messages to all AUs/RUs. Once receiving the
superimposed messages from the BS, all AUs decode each message by using
SIC, while all RUs only decode the HP message by treating allN LP messages
as interference. Then, some successful AUs (which have correctly decoded all
messages) can be recruited to serve as relays, to forward the HP message and
all LP messages to unsuccessful AUs/RUs by using NOMA. The performance
analysis with multiple priority levels is similar to those in Section IV and
Section V in this paper.
xH and xL are denoted as rH and rL, respectively.
III. DIRECT NOMA MULTICAST
To provide a benchmark for the proposed cooperation
strategies, this section presents the direct NOMA multicast
strategy that does not employ any cooperation.
By employing NOMA, the BS sends superimposed signalp
PSHxH+
p
PSLxL to all users, where PS is the transmit
power of BS, H and L are the power allocation coefficients
for messages xH and xL, respectively, with H+L = 1 and
H > L. Further, to ensure that NOMA can be realized, the
power allocation coefficients also satisfy H L(2rH  1) >
0 [12].
Once receiving the superimposed signals, all AUs suc-
cessively detect messages xH and xL by using SIC. For
AU Am, its received signal can be expressed as yS!Am =p
PSHfS;mxH+
p
PSLfS;mxL+nm, where nm represents
the AWGN at AU Am. Defining  , PS=2 as the transmit
SNR, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for AU
Am to decode xH can be expressed as
S!Am;H =
H jfS;mj2
LjfS;mj2 +  1 : (1)
If AU Am correctly decodes xH , it performs SIC to remove
xH from its observation, and then, decodes xL with the SNR
being
S!Am;L = LjfS;mj2: (2)
Recalling that an AU is successful if it correctly decodes
both messages xH and xL, the condition for AU Am being
successful is given by flog(1 + S!Am;H)  rH ; log(1 +
S!Am;L)  rLg.
On the other hand, all RUs only decode message xH from
their received signals. The received signal at RU Rk can be





where nk represents the AWGN at RU Rk. By treating LP
message xL as interference, RU Rk decodes the HP message
xH with the following SINR
S!Rk;H =
H jfS;kj2
LjfS;kj2 +  1 : (3)
As RUs only need to decode the message xH , the condition
for RU Rk being successful is given by flog(1+S!Rk;H) 
rHg.
As an outage is declared for AUs if any AU is unsuccessful,
the complementary event of AU outage happening is that all
AUs are successful. Therefore, using (1) and (2), the outage






S!Am;H  H , 2rH   1;
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where Pr() means probability, "1 , (H=H   L) 1,
and "2 , L=L. Following the same rationale, the outage


















Based on the derived outage probability above, the diversity
order achieved by the direct NOMA multicast strategy is
demonstrated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: In the direct NOMA multicast, both AUs and
RUs achieve a unit diversity order.
Proof: Based on the series representation of exponential
function [33, eq. (1.211.1)], we have e c= ' 1   c= holds
for  ! 1, where c is a positive constant. Therefore, using














fS;k /  1: (7)
As the diversity order is defined as lim!1  logPout()log  [34],
we know from (6) and (7) that a unit diversity order is achieved
by both AUs and RUs.
Next, the energy consumption of direct NOMA multicast
strategy is shown in the following theorem. Following [20],
the energy consumption refers to the energy consumed by
transmit power in each transmission block, termed as energy
consumption per block (ECPB). More precisely, for the direct
NOMA multicast strategy, the ECPB can be expressed as
Edirect = PST0 = 
2T0; (8)
where the second equality uses the fact  = PS=2.
Theorem 2: Given a target outage probability for AUs
denoted as po and a target outage probability for RUs denoted
as po ( > 0), the minimal ECPB of direct NOMA multicast
that guarantees PAUout  po and PRUout  po is given by
Edirectmin = 
2T0; (9)




















Further, if the multicast service is highly reliability-sensitive,
i.e., po ! 0, the minimal ECPB that achieves PAUout  po and
























Proof: By using (4), the inequality PAUout  po can be
equivalently expressed as








Taking logarithm on both sides of (12) and then us-









From this inequality we see that the minimal transmit SNR










Applying the same rationale into (5), the minimal transmit










Apparently, to ensure that both PAUout  po and PRUout  po
hold, the minimal transmit SNR should be max(AUmin; 
RU
min).

























Then, applying (15) into (8), the minimal ECPB that ensures
both PAUout  po and PRUout  po hold is derived as Edirectmin =
2T0, as shown in (9).
Moreover, it is known from [33, eq.(1.513.4)] that ln( 11 po )
' po and ln( 11 po ) ' po hold for po ! 0. Applying this




holds for po ! 0, as shown in (11). This
completes the proof.
As seen from the direct NOMA multicast strategy, both HP
and LP messages have been correctly decoded by successful
AUs. Thus, we can recruit the successful AUs to help those
unsuccessful AUs/RUs, in order to improve the reliability of
NOMA multicast by achieving cooperative diversity. Motivat-
ed by this fact, we propose two cooperative NOMA multicast
strategies that recruit successful AU(s) to serve as relay(s) in
the following Sections IV and V. For operational simplicity,
we consider that each participating relay uses the same power
allocation coefficients as those used by the BS. Note that
extension to different power allocation coefficients at the re-
lay(s) is straightforward. Moreover, each unsuccessful AU/RU
is assumed to detect the forwarded signals without combining
with the signals from the BS. As combining signals and
optimizing power allocation can improve the reception quality,
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the results in this paper provide a lower-bound performance
of the system.
IV. DISTRIBUTED COOPERATIVE NOMA MULTICAST
To enhance the reliability of NOMA multicast, this section
proposes a distributed cooperative NOMA strategy for layered
multicast (termed as DC-NOMA multicast), which does not re-
quire the CSI from successful AUs to unsuccessful AUs/RUs.
Outage performance, diversity order, and energy consumption
of the proposed DC-NOMA multicast are also derived in this
section.
A. Strategy Description
The proposed DC-NOMA multicast strategy is performed
in two phases, where the duration of each phase is T0=2.
During the first phase, the BS sends the superimposed signalp
PSHxH +
p
PSLxL to all users, which is same as
the direct NOMA multicast. Similarly, the power allocation
coefficients satisfy H + L = 1, H > L and H  
L(2
2rH   1) > 0 [12]. At the end of the first phase, the
condition for Am being successful is f 12 log(1 + S!Am;H) rH ; 12 log(1+S!Am;L)  rLg, while the condition for Rk
being successful is f12 log(1+S!Rk;H)  rHg. Accordingly,
the indices sets of successful AUs and RUs can be defined as
SA , fmjS!Am;H  ~H , 22rH   1; S!Am;L  ~L ,
22rL   1g and SR , fkjS!Rk;H  ~Hg, respectively. Here,
the expressions for terms S!Am;H , S!Am;L and S!Rk;H
have been given in (1), (2), and (3), respectively.
During the second phase, all successful AUs simultaneously





the unsuccessful AUs/RUs2, where PA , PS( > 0) is the
transmit power at each AU. For unsuccessful AU Am (m 2









gl;m + nm. Defining XSA;m , j
P
l2SA gl;mj2,





If Am succeeds in decoding xH , it removes xH by SIC and
then further detects xL with SNR being
SA!Am;L = LXSA;m: (17)
Similarly, at unsuccessful RU Rk (k 2 f1; :::;Kg n SR),









hl;k + nk. Defining YSA;k , j
P
l2SA hl;kj2,






1) Decoding Results after the First Phase: Recall that the
condition for Am being successful after the first phase is
2For the convenience of practical implementation, all successful AUs serve
as relays and forward both messages simultaneously. This can be easily
implemented in a distributed manner, where each AU automatically forwards
both HP and LP messages if both messages are correctly detected.
f 12 log(1 + S!Am;H)  rH ; 12 log(1 + S!Am;L)  rLg.
Thus, after the first phase, the probability that AU Am is
successful can be expressed as
Pr(m 2 SA)=Pr (S!Am;H  ~H ; S!Am;L  ~L)
=Pr







where '1 , (H=~H   L) 1 and '2 , ~L=L. Since
the channel gains jfS;mj2;m = 1; :::;M , are independently
distributed, the probability for condition fSA = Ag can thus
be expressed as







where A is a subset of f1; :::;Mg. On the other hand, as
the condition for Rk being successful after the first phase is
f 12 log(1+S!Rk;H)  rHg, the probability for RU Rk being
successful can be expressed as









Let B represent a subset of f1; :::;Kg. Using the independence
among channel gains jfS;kj2; k = 1; :::;K, the probability for
fSR = Bg is expressed as







2) Exact Outage Probability: Since an outage is declared
for AUs when any AU is not eventually successful, the AUs
experience an outage when either one of the following outage
events happens:
 Outage event OAU1 , fSA = ;g, which means that all
AUs are unsuccessful after the first phase so that no AU
is able to serve as a relay in the second phase;
 Outage event OAU2 , f1  jSAj  M   1;
[m2f1;:::;MgnSAoAU2;mg with oAU2;m , fSA!Am;H < ~Hg
[fSA!Am;L < ~Lg, meaning that some AUs remain
unsuccessful after receiving the forwarded signals from
successful AUs. Here jSAj means cardinality of set SA.
The probabilities for outage events OAU1 and O
AU
2 are derived
in the following Lemma.
Lemma 1: The probability that outage event OAU1 happens




(1  m) : (23)
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Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.
Moreover, as outage events OAU1 and O
AU
2 are mutually exclu-
sive, the overall outage probability of AUs can be expressed




2 ). By using Lemma 1, a closed-
form expression of the overall outage probability of AUs is
obtained.
Likewise, an outage is declared for RUs if one of the
following outage events happens:
 Outage event ORU1 , fjSRj < K;SA = ;g, which
represents the event that not all RUs are successful after
the first phase and no AU can serve as relay in the second
phase;
 Outage event ORU2 , fjSRj < K;SA 6= ;;
[k2f1;:::;KgnSRoRU2;kg with oRU2;k , fSA!Rk;H < ~Hg,
which accounts for the event that some unsuccessful RUs
remain unsuccessful after receiving the forwarded signals
from successful AUs.
The exact expressions for Pr(ORU1 ) and Pr(O
RU
2 ) are derived
in the following Lemma.







































35 [1  (A;B)] ; (27)











Proof: Please refer to Appendix B
As the outage events ORU1 and O
RU
2 are mutually exclusive,
the overall outage probability of RUs is PRUout = Pr(O
RU
1 ) +
Pr(ORU2 ). Combining this fact with Lemma 2, a closed-form
expression of the overall outage probability of RUs can be
obtained.
C. Diversity Order Analysis
Based on the derived outage probabilities of AUs and RUs,
we further demonstrate the achieved diversity order of DC-
NOMA multicast strategy in the following theorem.
Theorem 3: In the DC-NOMA multicast, both AUs and
RUs achieve a diversity order of two.
Proof: From the series representation of exponential
function [33, eq. (1.211.1)], it is known that exp( c=) '
1   c= holds for  ! 1, where c is a positive constant.




S;m). Applying this asymptotic expression










/  M : (28)




























Note that, when  ! 1, the term  (M i+1) is high
order infinitesimal of  2 for i = 1; :::;M   2. Thus, by
ignoring these high order infinitesimals with i = 1; :::;M   2,











where Im , f1; :::;m  1;m+ 1; :::Mg. Overall, combining
(28) and (30) with the fact that PAUout = Pr(O
AU
1 ) + Pr(O
AU
2 ),





























1A ; M = 2:
Therefore, the AUs achieve a diversity order of two in DC-
NOMA multicast.
With the same rationale, we can also obtain the high-SNR
asymptotic expressions for Pr(ORU1 ) and Pr(O
RU
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where J , f1; :::;Mg. As  (M+1) for M  2 is high order
infinitesimal of  2, we have Pr(ORU1 )  Pr(ORU2 ) holds
in high-SNR regime. Therefore, by ignoring the asymptotic
expression of Pr(ORU1 ), the high-SNR asymptotic expression




















which demonstrates that the RUs also achieve a diversity order
of two in DC-NOMA multicast.
Remark 1: Compared with the direct NOMA multicast, the
reliability of AUs and RUs are improved simultaneously by
exploiting the diversity provided by the DC-NOMA multicast.
However, since each AU may be able to serve as a relay, the
maximal achievable diversity order should be no less than the
number of AUs, i.e., diversity order of M . This fact implies
that the DC-NOMA multicast strategy does not fully exploit
the inherent diversity offered by AUs. Intuitively, the reason
for this fact is that, when multiple AUs serve as relays to
forward information simultaneously, the received signals at
every unsuccessful AU/RU may be a destructive combination
of the signals from those relays, thus leading to a loss in
diversity order.
D. Minimal Energy Consumption for Guaranteed Reliability
For the DC-NOMA multicast strategy, the ECPB refers to
the sum of transmission energy consumptions in both phases,











where the second equality uses the facts  = PS=2 and PA =
PS .
Theorem 4: Consider that the outage probabilities are con-
strained by PAUout  po and PRUout  po ( > 0). When
multicast services are highly reliability-sensitive, i.e., po ! 0,
the minimal ECPB that ensures PAUout  po and PRUout  po is



















Proof: When po ! 0, the transmit SNR that achieves
PAUout  po and PRUout  po should be sufficiently high.
Using the high-SNR asymptotic expression in (31), we have
PAUout  po holds for  
p
 =po. Thus, the minimal transmit
SNR that guarantees PAUout  po can be expressed as AUmin
po!0'p
 =po. Using (35) with the same rationale, the minimal












minimal transmit SNR that ensures both PAUout  po and


















Substituting (38) into (36), we have
EDCmin















Then, applying the fact that jSAj M into the right-hand side
of (39), the upper bound for minimal ECPB of DC-NOMA
multicast strategy is obtained as shown in (37). This completes
the proof.
Corollary 1: When po ! 0, the asymptotic energy saving
gain achieved by the DC-NOMA multicast over the direct NO-




po!0 2ppo  	 / 1ppo .
Proof: Combining Theorems 2 and 4, this corollary is
obtained.
Remark 2: As known from Corollary 1, as the layered
multicast becomes more reliability-sensitive, i.e., po ! 0,
the lower bound of the energy saving gain achieved by the
DC-NOMA multicast increases with a scaling factor po 
1
2 .
This observation shows that the DC-NOMA multicast is not
only more reliable but also more energy-efficient than the
direct NOMA multicast. The reason for this observation can be
intuitively explained as follows. As the DC-NOMA multicast
achieves a diversity order of two at both AUs and RUs, it can
meet the requirement of reliability with much lower transmit
SNR than the direct NOMA multicast which achieves only a
unit diversity order.
E. Further Discussions
For the RUs in the DC-NOMA multicast strategy, since the
forwarded signals may be stronger than the signal from the
BS, the RUs may further decode the LP message from the
forwarded signals by performing SIC.3 More specifically, if
message xH has been decoded by RU Rk (either from the BS’s
signal or from the forwarded signals), the received SNR for
Rk to further decode message xL from the forwarded signals
is SA!Rk;L = LYSA;k. An advanced outage for RUs is
declared if at least one RU is unable to decode both HP and
LP messages.
All RUs can successfully decode both messages only if the
following three events happen simultaneously: 1) some AUs
are successful after the first phase, i.e., fSA 6= ;g, 2) all suc-
cessful RUs successfully decode the LP message in the second
phase, i.e., \k2SRfSA!Rk;L  ~Lg, and 3) all unsuccessful
RUs successfully decode both messages in the second phase,
i.e., \k2f1;:::;KgnSRfSA!Rk;H  ~H ; SA!Rk;L  ~Lg.
3For the RUs, as the signals from the BS are weak, which may not facilitate
SIC, the RUs do not try to decode LP message in the first phase.
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SA!Rk;H  ~H ; SA!Rk;L  ~L
SA = A :
Here, the conditional probabilities denoted by Ik;1;A and















above results with the help of (20) and (22), a closed-form
expression is obtained for the advanced outage probability of
RUs.
V. OPPORTUNISTIC COOPERATIVE NOMA MULTICAST
Recall that the DC-NOMA multicast suffers a loss in
diversity order due to the possible destructive combination
in the second phase. To fully exploit the inherent diversity
offered by the AUs, this section proposes an opportunistic
cooperative NOMA layered multicast strategy, termed as OC-
NOMA multicast, in which one of successful AUs is selected
to forward messages. To evaluate the performance of proposed
OC-NOMA multicast strategy, this section also theoretically
analyzes the outage probability, diversity orders, and ener-
gy consumption. Compared with the DC-NOMA multicast
strategy, the OC-NOMA multicast strategy achieves much
better reliability and energy-efficiency, but requires that each
successful AU has instantaneous CSI to unsuccessful AUs and
RUs.
A. Strategy Description
Similar to the DC-NOMA multicast strategy, the OC-
NOMA multicast strategy is also performed within two phases.
The duration of each phase is T0=2. During the first phase, the





to all users, where the power allocation coefficients satisfy
H + L = 1, H > L and H   L(22rH   1) > 0 [12].
At the end of the first phase, the indices set of successful
AUs is SA , fmjS!Am;H  ~H ; S!Am;L  ~Lg while the
indices set of successful RUs is SR , fkjS!Rk;H  ~Hg,
where the terms S!Am;H , S!Am;L and S!Rk;H have been
shown in (1), (2) and (3).
If all users have been successful after the first phase, the
second phase will be cancelled, and the BS will immediately
start a new transmission block and proceed to transmit new
messages. Otherwise, the cooperative transmission will be
performed in the second phase. Prior to the second phase,
a relay selection procedure is performed to select the best
successful AU to serve as a relay. The detailed selection
scheme will be presented in the next subsection.
Without loss of generality, here we assume that successful
AU Am is selected to serve as a relay. Thus, the selected





during the second phase. As a result, the observed signal at
unsuccessful AU Am0(m0 2 f1; :::;Mg n SA) is yAm!Am0 =p
PAHgm;m0xH+
p
PALgm;m0xL+nm0 . Accordingly, the
SINR for AU Am0 to decode xH is given by
Am!Am0 ;H =
H jgm;m0 j2
Ljgm;m0 j2 + () 1 : (41)
Once xH is correctly decoded, unsuccessful AU Am0 performs
SIC and then decodes xL with SNR given by
Am!Am0 ;L = Ljgm;m0 j2: (42)
Similarly, the received signals at unsuccessful RU Rk (k 2





hm;kxL + nk, and the SINR for Rk to decode xH is
Am!Rk;H =
H jhm;kj2
Ljhm;kj2 + () 1 : (43)
B. Two-Step Selection Scheme
From (41), (42) and (43) we know that, the reception quality
of unsuccessful AUs/RUs is affected by the selected relay.
Therefore, the best successful AU should be properly selected
in order to maximally enhance the reception quality of all
unsuccessful AUs/RUs. To this end, we design a two-step
selection scheme described as follows.
First, we pick up a number of successful AUs as potential
relays. Here, a successful AU is called a potential relay if
it can reliably forward information (HP and LP messages)
to all unsuccessful AUs. If successful AU Am is selected,
the condition that all unsuccessful AUs become successful
after the second phase is \m02f1;:::;MgnSAfAm!Am0 ;H 
~H ; Am!Am0 ;L  ~Lg, which can be equivalently expressed
as minm02f1;:::;MgnSA jgm;m0 j2  max('1; '2)=(). There-











Second, among all potential relays, we select the one,
denoted Amy , such that the worst relaying link gain to the
4When all AUs have already been successful after the first phase, there is
no need to guarantee the reliability of unsuccessful AUs. In this condition,
each successful AU can be a potential relay, i.e., Rp = f1; :::;Mg.
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unsuccessful RUs is maximized, i.e., we have:








Note that, if SR = f1; :::;Kg, the above selection criterion
will reduce to random selection, since each potential relay in
Rp can guarantee the reliability of AUs.
Similar to [35], we design the following procedure that
consists of M +K + 3 minislots denoted as minislot 0; 1; :::;
and M + K + 2, to realize the two-step selection scheme.
Note that the minislots are located at the beginning of the
second phase of each transmission block. In other words, the
procedure is implemented after the BS’s broadcasting in the
first phase and before the message forwarding in the second
phase.
First step: In minislot 0, the BS sends a message Channel
Estimation Request (CER) to all AUs and RUs. By
reception of the CER, an AU, say AU Am0(m0 2 f1; :::;Mg),
sends a message AU Success (AU-S) at minislot m0 if
it is a successful AU, or sends a message AU Failure
(AU-F) at minislot m0 otherwise. If the message is AU-F
at minislot m0, each successful AU estimates its channel gain
to AU Am0 based on reception of the message (due to channel
reciprocity). Thus, at the end of minislot M , each successful
AU has channel gain information to each unsuccessful AU.
Then, in minislot (M + 1), each successful AU can decide
whether or not it can be a potential relay based on the criterion
given in (44). In specific, if minm02f1;:::;MgnSA jgm;m0 j2 
max('1; '2)=() holds, successful AU Am(m 2 SA) can
be a potential relay; otherwise, it will become inactive until
the end of the transmission block.
Second step: Similarly, in minislot (M + k + 1), k 2
f1; :::;Kg, RU Rk sends a message RU-Success (RU-S)
if it is a successful RU, or sends message RU-Failure
(RU-F) otherwise. If message RU-F is received in minislot
(M + k + 1), each potential relay uses its reception of
the message to get its channel gain information to RU Rk.
Thus, at the end of minislot (M + K + 1), each potential
relay has channel gain information to every unsuccessful RU.
Then at minislot (M + K + 2), each potential relay, say
AU Am, counts down a timer with initial value equal to
tm = t0 exp( mink2f1;:::;KgnSR jhm;kj2), where t0( T0) is
a constant. Consequently, the timer of AU Amy that satisfies
(45) expires first and then AU Amy announces that it has been
selected by sending a message Relay Selected. After
getting the message, all other potential relays become inactive
until the end of the transmission block.
It can be seen that we have six message types in the above
procedure. Thus, three-bit codewords are sufficient to encode
those messages, and therefore, we can adopt a strong channel
coding for the messages. So it is reasonable to assume that the
messages are transmitted in a very short duration5 and without
errors.
5Thus, overall duration of all (M+K+3) minislots is much less than the
duration of a transmission block, and their impacts on the system performance
are ignored.
C. Outage Analysis
1) Probability for Successful AUs being Potential Relays:
Conditioned on AU Am being successful after the first phase,
the probability that AU Am can further be a potential relay is
expressed as

















Then, letting C be a subset of A (recall that A is a subset
of f1; :::;Mg), the probability of fRp = Cg conditioned on
fSA = Ag can be expressed as








2) Exact Outage Probability: Since each potential relay can
guarantee reliable reception at all unsuccessful AUs, the AUs
experience an outage only when not all AUs are successful
after the first phase and no potential relay exists, i.e., fjSAj <
M;Rp = ;g. Consequently, the outage probability of AUs can
be expressed as






Pr (SA = A) Pr (Rp = ;jSA = A) : (48)
Using (20) and (47) with letting C = ;, a closed-form















On the other hand, an outage is declared for RUs when one
of the following outage events happens:
 Outage event ORU1 , fjSRj < K;Rp = ;g, which means
that not all RUs are successful after the first phase and
no successful AU can be a potential relay.
 Outage event ORU2 ,
jSRj < K;Rp 6= ;;
[k2f1;:::;KgnSRoRU2;k
	
with oRU2;k , fAmy!Rk;H < ~Hg,
meaning that some RUs remain unsuccessful after receiv-
ing the forwarded signal from Amy .
The following lemma provides exact expressions for probabil-
ities Pr(ORU1 ) and Pr(O
RU
2 ).
Lemma 3: In OC-NOMA multicast, the outage event ORU1
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Proof: Please refer to Appendix C.
As the outage events ORU1 and O
RU
2 are mutually exclusive, the
overall outage probability of RUs can be expressed as PRUout =
Pr(ORU1 ) + Pr(O
RU
2 ). Combining this fact with Lemma 3, a
closed-form expression of the overall outage probability of
RUs is derived.
D. Diversity Order Analysis
Theorem 5: In the OC-NOMA multicast, AUs achieve a
diversity order of M , while RUs achieve a diversity order of
(M + 1).
Proof: Using the results in (49) and then following similar
steps to those in the proof of Theorem 3, the high-SNR




























It is observed that PAUout /  M for  ! 1, showing that a
diversity order of M is achieved by AUs.
Following the same rationale, the high-SNR asymptotic





































































It can be seen that, PRUout /  (M+1) for  ! 1, indicating
the RUs achieve a diversity order of M + 1.
Remark 3: When the number of AUs is larger than 2, the
OC-NOMA multicast outperforms the DC-NOMA multicast
in terms of diversity order. Furthermore, it is noteworthy
that, in the OC-NOMA multicast, the RUs achieve one order
higher diversity than AUs. The reason is as follows. When
message forwarding to AUs is required, there exists at least
one unsuccessful AU, which means that at most (M  1) AUs
can be eligible for serving as potential relays. On the other
hand, when RUs require message forwarding, all AUs may
be able to serve as potential relays, thus leading to a higher
diversity order.
E. Minimal Energy Consumption for Guaranteed Reliability
Similar to the ECPB of DC-NOMA multicast strategy, the












where the second equality uses the facts  = PS=2 and PA =
PS .
Theorem 6: Consider that the outage probabilities are con-
strained by PAUout  po and PRUout  po ( > 0). When
multicast services are highly reliability-sensitive, i.e., po ! 0,
the minimal ECPB that ensures PAUout  po and PRUout  po
can be asymptotically expressed as
EOCmin










Proof: When po ! 0, the transmit SNR should be suffi-
ciently high to achieve PAUout  po and PRUout  po ( > 0).
From the high-SNR asymptotic outage probability of AUs giv-







Hence, the minimal transmit SNR to achieve PAUout  po can








using (54) with the same rationale, the minimal transmit SNR
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. Based on the results above, the
minimal SNR that ensures both PAUout  po and PRUout  po

















Applying (58) into (56), the minimal ECPB of OC-NOMA
multicast strategy is given in (57). This completes the proof.
Corollary 2: The asymptotic energy saving gain achieved























Proof: Combining Theorems 2 and 6, this corollary is
proved.
Remark 4: From Corollary 2 we know that, compared with
the direct NOMA multicast, the energy saving gain achieved




which is much higher than that of DC-NOMA multicast for
M > 2. This fact demonstrates that, when more than two
AUs are served and the layered multicast is highly reliability-
sensitive (po ! 0), the energy saving gain of OC-NOMA
multicast increases faster than that of DC-NOMA multicast.
F. Further Discussions
Similar to the DC-NOMA multicast strategy, the RUs may
further decode the LP message from the forwarded signal in
the OC-NOMA multicast strategy. For RU Rk, if message
xH has been decoded and removed by SIC, the SNR for
decoding message xL is A
my!Rk;L = Ljhmy;kj2. In
the OC-NOMA multicast strategy, all RUs will successfully
decode both HP and LP messages only if the following four
events happen simultaneously: 1) some AUs are successful
after the first phase, i.e., SA 6= ;, 2) the potential relay
set is non-empty, i.e., Rp 6= ;, 3) all successful RUs
correctly decode the LP message during the second phase,
i.e., \k2SRfAmy!Rk;L  ~Lg, and 4) all unsuccessful RUs
correctly decode both HP and LP messages during the second
phase, i.e., \k2f1;:::;KgnSRfAmy!Rk;H  ~H ; Amy!Rk;L 
~Lg. Otherwise, an advanced outage is declared for RUs.
Based on the above facts, the advanced outage probability of
RUs can be expressed as (60), shown at the top of the next
page. In (60), the term B;C is further expressed as (61), also
shown at the top of the next page.
If B 6= f1; :::;Kg, we define Xm = mink2f1;:::;KgnB
jhm;kj2 for m 2 C. The cumulative distribution function
(CDF) and probability density function (PDF) of Xm can
be expressed as FXm(x) = 1   e x
h
m;B and fXm(x) =
hm;Be






using the selection criterion (45) with letting Rp = C and






















































If B = f1; :::;Kg, recall that the selection criterion in (45)
will reduce to the random selection. This fact indicates that
Pr(my = m) = 1=jCj = 1=t holds for m 2 C.
Applying the above derived probability expressions of
Pr(my = m) into (61), B;C is derived in closed form. Finally,
substituting the closed-form expression of B;C and the results
in (20), (22) and (47) into (60), a closed-form expression of
the advanced outage probability of RUs is obtained.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section provides numerical results to verify our theo-
retical analysis and evaluate the performance of our proposed
strategies. The BS is located at coordinate (0; 0). For each
simulated combination of (M;K), we randomly generate
locations of M AUs within a circle centered at (50; 0) and
with radius 30, and K RUs within another circle centered at
(100; 0) and with radius 30. Once the locations of AUs and
RUs are generated, they keep unchanged over all numerical
trials. The small-scale Rayleigh fading varies independently
over each numerical trial. Denoting the distance between nodes
i and j as dij and the path-loss reference distance as d0, the
path-loss attenuation between node i and j is modelled as
(dij=d0)
  for dij  d0 [36, sec. 2.6], where  is the path-
loss exponent. Moreover, if dij < d0, we assume that there
is no path-loss attenuation between nodes i and j. Following
typical parameters for urban cellular networks [36], we set
the path-loss reference distance as d0 = 20 and path-loss
exponent as  = 3. Since the BS is expected to own higher
transmit power than successful AUs, we set  = PA=PS = 0:1
in the simulation. Other parameters in the simulations are
H = 0:8, L = 0:2, rH = 0:7 bps/Hz, rL = 1 bps/Hz,
and T0 = 1 10 3.
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Fig. 2. Theoretical and simulated outage performance of AUs in the direct
NOMA multicast strategy, the DC-NOMA multicast strategy, and the OC-
NOMA multicast strategy, where M = 3 and K = 4.
A. Verification of Theoretical Results
In this subsection, we verify the derived theoretical results
of proposed DC-NOMA multicast and OC-NOMA multicast
strategies in terms of outage probability and energy con-
sumption. Note that to obtain theoretical results, distance
information of the transmission links is needed.
Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate the theoretical and simulated
outage performance of AUs and RUs in the direct NOMA
multicast strategy, the DC-NOMA multicast strategy, and the
OC-NOMA multicast strategy, where M = 3 and K = 4.
The red dotted lines are reference lines, and “adv” in the
legend means advanced outage probability. As shown in both
figures, the simulated values perfectly coincide with the exact
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
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1  1012  -4
Fig. 3. Theoretical and simulated outage performance of RUs in the direct
NOMA multicast strategy, the DC-NOMA multicast strategy, and the OC-
NOMA multicast strategy, where M = 3 and K = 4.
values obtained from the derived closed-form expressions.
When transmit SNR  ranges from 0 dB to 20 dB, the outage
probabilities of AUs and RUs approach one for each strategy
in both figures, indicating that outage events of AUs and
RUs always happen. Recall that  is the ratio of transmit
power to noise power. Thus, when  ranges from 0 dB to
20 dB (low SNR regime), the transmit power is not enough to
combat the path-loss and/or fading, thereby almost no AU/RU
becoming successful. When transmit SNR  ranges from 20
dB to 30 dB, the direct NOMA multicast strategy slightly
outperforms the proposed cooperation strategies in terms of
outage probabilities of both AUs and RUs, since the proposed
cooperation strategies suffer from 1=2 spectral efficiency loss
and the diversity orders cannot take effect in medium SNR
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DC-NOMA, asym. UB, M=6
OC-NOMA, asym., M=3
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Fig. 4. The comparison of minimal ECPB among the direct NOMA multicast
strategy, the DC-NOMA multicast strategy, and the OC-NOMA multicast
strategy, where M = 3 and 6, K = 3, and  = 1.
regime. When transmit SNR  increases to higher than 30
dB, the two proposed cooperation strategies achieve much
better outage performance than the direct NOMA multicast
strategy due to the diversity orders. Moreover, by comparing
with reference lines 5  104   2 and 2  105   2 in
Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, it is seen that, when DC-NOMA
multicast is adopted, the outage probabilities of AUs and RUs
decay with  at rate  2 in high-SNR regime. This observation
demonstrates that a diversity order of two is provided by DC-
NOMA multicast strategy for both AUs and RUs, as shown
in Theorem 3. Further, when OC-NOMA multicast strategy is
employed, we observe that, in high-SNR regime, the outage
probabilities of AUs and RUs decrease at the same rate as
those of the reference lines 5107 3 and 11012 4,
respectively. Since the number of AUs is M = 3, it is
concluded that the OC-NOMA multicast strategy achieves a
diversity order of M at AUs and a diversity order of (M +1)
at RUs, as demonstrated in Theorem 5.
Fig. 3 also shows the advanced outage probability of RUs. It
can be seen that, in terms of advanced outage probability, the
RUs have a unit diversity order in both proposed strategies.
The reasons are as follows. 1) In both proposed strategies,
RUs do not try to decode LP message from the BS’s signal
due to the weak direct link. 2) In DC-NOMA multicast, the
received signals at each RU during the second phase may
be a destructive combination of the signals from the relays,
and thus, a unit diversity order is achieved. 3) In OC-NOMA
multicast, the relay selection criterion (45) does not consider
channel gains to those RUs that have successfully decoded
HP message from the BS’s signal but need to decode LP
message from the selected relay’s signal. Thus, relay selection
only provides a unit diversity when all RUs try to decode LP
message from the selected relay’s signal. Fig. 3 shows that DC-
NOMA multicast has a lower advanced outage probability than
the OC-NOMA multicast. This is because both strategies have
unit diversity order in terms of advanced outage probability,
and thus, more relays participating in cooperation (as DC-
NOMA multicast does) benefits reception at RUs.
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Fig. 5. Energy saving gain of the DC-NOMA multicast strategy and the OC-
NOMA multicast strategy over the direct NOMA multicast strategy, where
M = 3 and 6, K = 3, and  = 1.
Fig. 4 shows the derived minimal ECPB of direct NOMA
multicast strategy, asymptotic upper bound (marked as “asym.
UB”) of minimal ECPB of the DC-NOMA multicast strategy,
and the asymptotic minimal ECPB of the OC-NOMA multi-
cast strategy, whereM = 3 and 6, K = 3, and  = 1. As seen
from this figure, the actual minimal ECPB of direct NOMA
multicast complies with the exact minimal ECPB derived in
(9), while the actual minimal ECPB of DC-NOMA multicast
and OC-NOMA multicast strategies are tightly upper bounded
by the asymptotic upper-bound (37) and asymptotic expression
(57), respectively. It can also be seen that the minimal ECPB
of direct NOMA multicast strategy increases with the number
of AUs. On the other hand, the minimal ECPB of DC-
NOMA multicast and OC-NOMA multicast strategies decrease
with the number of AUs. This is because, in the proposed
cooperation strategies, having more AUs can provide more
available relays, thus achieving the target outage probability
at a lower transmit SNR.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the energy saving gain of the DC-
NOMA multicast strategy and the OC-NOMA multicast strat-
egy over the direct NOMA multicast strategy, where M = 3
and 6, K = 3, and  = 1. As observed from this figure, the
energy saving gains achieved by both proposed cooperation
strategies increase as the target outage probability po tends
to zero, implying that more energy saving can be attained as
the system becomes more reliability-sensitive. In particular, by




is seen that the energy saving gain of DC-NOMA multicast
strategy increases at rate p 
1
2
o , as demonstrated in Remark 2.
It can also be seen that, for M = 3 and M = 6, the energy
saving gain of OC-NOMA multicast strategy increases at the




respectively. This observation coincides with Remark 4 that the
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B. Performance Comparison
In this subsection, we compare our proposed cooperation
strategies with the following four cooperation strategies. Note
that, the first phase of each following strategy is the same as
those in the proposed cooperation strategies. Thus, here we
only describe the second phase of each strategy.
 Strategy-1: This strategy employs the best average re-
ception selection (BARS) scheme in [37], in which the
multicast user with best average channel gain from the
BS is selected. If the selected multicast user is successful
after the first phase, it will serve as a relay in the
second phase. In this paper, as the AUs are assumed




S;m, namely, the AU that
owns the best average channel gain from the BS is
selected.
 Strategy-2: This strategy randomly picks up at most
Q( M) successful AUs to serve as relays. If the
number of successful AUs is more than Q, a number Q
of AUs are randomly selected from all successful AUs
to simultaneously forward both HP and LP messages
during the second phase. Otherwise, all successful AUs
simultaneously forward both messages during the second
phase. This strategy represents a wide range of coop-
eration strategies that do not require CSI. For example,
the work in [38] randomly selects a successful receiver
to serve as relay, which is Strategy-2 with Q = 1. The
work in [39] randomly selects up to a fixed number of
successful receivers to serve as relays, which is Strategy-
2 with Q > 1.
 Strategy-3: This strategy employs the conventional pro-
active relay selection (PRS) scheme proposed in [40].
Specifically, the best AU Amy is proactively selected to
maximize the worst reception quality of the two phases,
i.e.,












If the selected AU is successful after the first phase, it
will forward both HP and LP messages during the second
phase
 Strategy-4: This strategy employs the best user selection
(BUS) scheme for fixed power allocation [24], termed
as F-BUS scheme, which selects the successful AU that
maximizes the worst normalized reception quality of
unsuccessful AUs and unsuccessful RUs, i.e.,

























During the second phase, the selected AU will forward
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Fig. 6. Outage performance of the proposed DC-NOMA multicast strategy,
Strategy-1, and Strategy-2, where M = 3 and K = 6.
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Fig. 7. Outage performance of the proposed OC-NOMA multicast strategy,
Strategy-3, and Strategy-4, where M = 3 and K = 6.
both HP and LP messages.
For fairness of comparison, the proposed DC-NOMA multi-
cast is compared with Strategy-1 and Strategy-2, as they do
not need instantaneous CSI, while the proposed OC-NOMA
multicast is compared with Strategy-3 and Strategy-4, as they
all select one of successful AUs based on instantaneous CSI.
Figs. 6 compares the outage performance among the pro-
posed DC-NOMA multicast strategy, Strategy-1, and Strategy-
2, while Fig. 7 compares the outage performance among
the proposed OC-NOMA multicast strategy, Strategy-3, and
Strategy-4. It is seen in both figures that, when  < 25 dB
(low SNR regime), the outage probabilities of AUs and RUs
approach one in all strategies, showing that outage events of
AUs and RUs always happen in low SNR regime. In Fig. 6,
when transmit SNR   25 dB, the proposed DC-NOMA
multicast strategy always outperforms Strategy-1. This is be-
cause the BARS scheme used in Strategy-1 is carried out based
on average channel quality, thus always selecting the same
AU to forward information. When   25 dB, the proposed
DC-NOMA multicast strategy outperforms Strategy-2 with
Q = 1, in terms of outage probabilities of AUs and RUs.
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Fig. 8. Energy saving gains of the proposed strategies and Strategy 14
over the direct NOMA multicast strategy, where M = 3, K = 6 and  = 1.
Further, as the value of Q increases, the outage performance
of Strategy-2 is shown to approach that of the proposed DC-
NOMA multicast strategy. Recall that Strategy-2 represents a
wide range of cooperation strategies without using CSI. Thus,
the proposed DC-NOMA multicast strategy provides the best
achievable outage performance for the cooperation strategies
without exploiting CSI. Moreover, in Fig. 7, the proposed OC-
NOMA multicast strategy always outperforms Strategy-3 for
  25 dB. Further, compared with Strategy-4, the proposed
OC-NOMA multicast achieves a bit lower outage probability
for AUs and almost the same outage probability for RUs.
These observations can be explained as follows. Recall that the
OC-NOMA multicast strategy employs a two-step selection,
which ensures the reliability of AUs in the first step, and then,
improves the reception quality of RUs in the second step. On
the other hand, by observing the selection criterion given in
(64), it is known that the F-BUS scheme employed in Strategy-
4 targets improving the reception quality of AUs and RUs
simultaneously. Therefore, it is expected that a lower outage
probability of AUs is achieved by the proposed OC-NOMA
multicast strategy.
Fig. 8 compares the energy saving gains of the proposed
DC-NOMA multicast strategy, the proposed OC-NOMA mul-
ticast strategy, and Strategy 14 over the direct NOMA
multicast strategy, where M = 3, K = 6, and  = 1. Among
the strategies without using instantaneous CSI, the proposed
DC-NOMA multicast strategy achieves a higher energy saving
gain than Strategy-1 and Strategy-2 with Q = 1; 2. Moreover,
Strategy-2 with Q = 3 achieves the same energy saving
gain with the proposed DC-NOMA multicast strategy. This
is because, when the number of AUs is M = 3, Strategy-2
with Q = 3 always recruits all successful AUs as relays, which
is same as the proposed DC-NOMA multicast. On the other
hand, for the comparison among the strategies with exploiting
instantaneous CSI, the OC-NOMA multicast strategy achieves
a slightly higher energy saving gain than Strategy-4, while
both strategies have higher energy saving gains than that of
Strategy-3.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed two cooperative NOMA
strategies for layered multicast: the DC-NOMA multicast
and OC-NOMA multicast. For each proposed strategy, we
have theoretically derived the exact outage probability and
achieved diversity order. It has been shown that, the DC-
NOMA multicast strategy achieves a diversity order of two,
while the OC-NOMA multicast strategy achieves a diversity
order not less than the number of AUs. On the other hand,
considering that the layered multicast is outage-constrained,
we have theoretically evaluated the energy consumption of
proposed cooperation strategies and further demonstrated their
energy saving gains over the direct NOMA multicast strategy.
Finally, numerical results have been provided to validate our
analysis and show the superior performance of the proposed
cooperation strategies.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
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where the second equality comes from (20) with lettingA = ;.
Thus, (23) is obtained.
On the other hand, with the help of Total Probability













As the exact expressions for Pr (SA = A) has been derived in






SA = A. Using the SINR/SNR
expressions in (16) and (17), oAU2;m can be rewritten as
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l;m. Combining (20) and (A.3) with
the help of (A.2), a closed-form expression of Pr(OAU2 ) is
obtained as shown in (24). This completes the proof.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
The probability of outage event ORU1 happening can be
expressed as
P (ORU1 )=Pr (jSRj < K;SA = ;)
=Pr (jSRj < K) Pr (SA = ;) ; (B.1)
in which Pr(SA = ;) has been derived in (A.1), and
Pr (jSRj < K) can be further expressed as





where the second equality in (B.2) uses the results in (22) with
letting B = f1; :::;Kg. Combining (A.1) and (B.2) with the
help of (B.1), (26) is obtained.
















SA = A;SR = B
1A ; (B.3)
in which Pr (SA = A) and Pr (SR = B) have been derived
in (20) and (22), respectively. Thus, we only need to further
derive the conditional probability Pr
  [k2f1;:::;KgnSR oRU2;k
SA = A;SR = B

. Using the SINR expression in (18), we
have oRU2;k = fYSA;k < '1=g. As hl;k  CN (0;
hl;k),
it is known that
P






(3.2.2)]. Thus, we have YSA;k = j
P
l2SA hl;kj2 follows






Then, following the derivations in (A.3), the conditional prob-
ability Pr



































l;k. Finally, applying (20), (22)
and (B.4) into (B.3), a closed-form expression of Pr(ORU2 )
is obtained as shown in (27). This completes the proof.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
First, the probability for ORU1 can be expressed as
Pr(ORU1 ) = Pr (jSRj < K) Pr (Rp = ;)
= [1  Pr (SR = f1; :::;Kg)] Pr (Rp = ;) ; (C.1)
in which the probability Pr(SR = f1; :::;Kg) can be derived
by using (22) with letting B = f1; :::;Kg as

























where the second equality uses the results in (20) and (47).
Combining (C.2) and (C.3) with the help of (C.1), (50) is
obtained.
On the other hand, based on the Total Probability Theorem
[41, sec. 3.3.8], the probability for ORU2 happening can be
expressed as
Pr(ORU2 )=Pr

























SR = B;Rp = C
1A ;
in which the probabilities Pr(SA = A), Pr(SR = B) and
Pr (Rp = CjSA = A) have been derived in (20), (22) and (47),
respectively. In the following, we focus on deriving the condi-
tional probability Pr
 [k2f1;:::;KgnSR oRU2;k SR = B;Rp = C.
As oRU2;k = fAmy!Rk;H < ~Hg = fjhmy;kj2 < '1=g, the
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where the second equality comes from (45). Finally, substi-
tuting (C.5) into (C.4), and then combining the results with
(20), (22) and (47), the expression in (51) is obtained. This
completes the proof.
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